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Abstract

We present results of measurements of spot size and angu-
lar divergence of a 30 GeV electron beam though use of
optical transition radiation (OTR). The OTR near field pat-
tern and far field distribution are measured as a function
of beam spot size and divergence at wavelengths of 441,
532, and 800 nm, for both the single and double foil con-
figurations. Electron beam spot sizes of 50µm rms have
been resolved, demonstrating the utility of OTR for mea-
surement of small beam spot sizes of high energy (30 GeV)
electron beams. Two-foil interference was clearly observed
and utilized to extract electron beam angular divergences of
∼ 100µrad.

1 INTRODUCTION

The theory of transition radiation was first introduced by
Frank and Ginzburg in the first half of the century [1] and
was further developed in the late 1950’s by Garibyan [2]
and others. Transition radiation has been widely used in
high energy physics for particle identification, as well as for
diagnosis in accelerator research. A comprehensive body
of experimental work in the area of accelerator beam diag-
nosis currently covers a large range of beam energies, from
10’s to 100’s of MeV for visible transition radiation [3, 4],
while most work at multi-GeV energies shifts to the X-ray
portion of the spectrum [5]. Only recently, work has been
performed in the visible wavelengths at energies up to 3.2
GeV and detailed discussions of the spatial resolution of
OTR have been presented (see for example [6]-[9]).

In this paper, results are presented of the diagnostic im-
plementation of optical transition radiation for a 30 GeV
electron beam. Spot sizes as low as 50µm rms have been
resolved using radiation at 532 nm and beam divergences
on the order of∼ 100µrad have been obtained using the
double foil configuration. Spot size resolution is consis-
tent with what is expected from the collection angle of the
optical imaging system.

2 CONCEPT

Diagnostic spatial resolution,d, is determined by diffrac-
tion: d ∼ λ/θ, whereλ is the radiation wavelength andθ
is the collection angle. Typically, radiation from highly rel-
ativistic electrons is concentrated in a cone of width1/γ,
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which makes it difficult to measure spots of highγ beams
with sufficient spatial resolution. In contrast, while the
angular distribution of OTR photons does peak at the an-
gle 1/γ, the intensity falloff outside the1/γ cone is much
slower than, for example, that of synchrotron radiation.
The fraction of energy inside the1/γ cone drops with in-
creasing energy, giving OTR utility for beam diagnosis at
ultra-relativistic energies. The OTR angular distribution
from a single electron for a metal foil is

d2W1(θ)
dωdΩ

∼ θ2

(γ−2 + θ2)2
≈ 1
θ2
,

1
γ
� θ� 1, (1)

which is valid for both backward and forward OTR if the
photon energy is smaller than∼ 10 eV, the typical energy
corresponding to the plasma frequency of metallic foils.

While beam divergence can in principle be obtained
from the far field pattern of a single foil, the two foil
interferometer, as developed by L. Wartski [3], is of-
ten preferred as it provides increased sensitivity to beam
divergence[4]. Furthermore, the two-foil interferome-
ter provides control over the angular resolution, unlike
the single foil configuration, for which the resolution is
fixed at each beam energy. In the two-foil interferom-
eter, forward radiation from an upstream foil combines
with backward radiation from a second foil located a dis-
tanceL downstream, yielding an addition of phases of
1 − exp

[
−jπ(γ−2 + θ2)L/λ

]
. The interference term de-

pends on the formation length,Lf = (λ/π)(γ−2 + θ2)−1

(written for vacuum,γ � 1 andθ� 1) [2, 3]. The angular
intensity distribution [3] for the two foil interferometer for
large angles (θ� 1/γ) becomes

d2W2(θ)
dωdΩ

∼ 1
θ2

sin2

(
L

2Lf

)
, (2)

whereLf ' λ/(πθ2). After convolution of the two-foil
interference pattern for a single electron with a Gaussian
electron beam distribution of angular widthσθ, the angular
intensity distribution can be written,

d2W2(θ, σθ)
dωdΩ

= 2
d2W1(θ)
dωdΩ

G, (3)

where

G =
[
1− exp

(
−2π2L2σ2

θθ
2/λ2

)
cos
(
πLθ2/λ

)]
. (4)
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Figure 1: Experimental setup.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments were performed in the FFTB beamline at
SLAC. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. An alu-
minum coated fused silica substrate (150µm thick) was lo-
cated 0.56 m downstream from a retractable, 25µm thick
Beryllium foil. The backward reflected OTR was split by a
pellicle beamsplitter between two cooled CCD cameras, 16
bit and 12 bit, providing simultaneous images of the near
and far field, respectively. The near field resolution was de-
termined using a resolution target and was 10µm or better.
This is consistent with the collection angle of 0.1 rad. The
available field of view was approximately 3 mm. Far field
resolution was set at6/γ radians per pixel. For this experi-
mental run, the beam energy was 28.5 GeV, and single mi-
crobunches with about 1.5x1010 particles with normalized
vertical and horizontal emittances of 0.47x10−5 m-rad and
6.5x10−5 m-rad were used.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Spot size measurement

Results from near field imaging of the OTR from a single
foil (fused silica inserted, Be removed from the beam path)
are shown in Fig. 2. Quad scans were performed in the ver-
tical and horizontal axes, and OTR images were recorded
as the scans passed through and beyond a waist at the foil
location. The series of five images shown in Fig. 2 are near
field images recorded by the cooled CCD during the hor-
izontal and vertical quad scans. The accompanying plots
contain the complete set of extracted rms beam sizes as a
function of quadrupole strength. Beam spot sizes of 50µm
were resolved in both axes in a single shot measurement.

Beam spot size resolution and photon yield were com-
pared with and without the addition of the second foil (Be
at 0.56 m upstream). No difference was observed in either
the measured spot size or the number of collected photons.
This observation is consistent with the depth of focus of
the near field imaging of our setup, which was small com-
pared with the foil separation; only the photons from one
foil were well imaged onto the CCD chip.
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Figure 2: Spot size measured with OTR and near field im-
ages for vertical and horizontal quadrupole scans.

4.2 Angular divergence measurement: two-foil
interferometry

Interference patterns were recorded from the two-foil in-
terferometer at a variety of wavelengths: 441, 532, 632,
800, and 1064 nm. The appearance of the intensity max-
ima is well described by Eq. (2) both as a function of angle
and as a function of wavelength. In Fig. 3, two-foil inter-
ference patterns centered at 441 and 800 nm display the
expected increase in peak separation with wavelength. At
28.5 GeV,λ = 532 nm, and foil separationL ∼ 0.6 m,
the first interference maximum is expected and observed
at angle of50/γ. Note that if one wishes to set the first
interference maximum near1/γ, then the required foil sep-
aration length,λγ2/2π, is on the order of a km, which is
comparable to the total length of the SLAC linac.

Foil separationL is chosen only according to the range
of divergence one wishes to diagnose. From Eqs. (3)-(4),
one can see that the angular resolution (minimum resolv-
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Figure 3: Comparison of two-foil interference at 441 and
800 nm shows expected wavelength dependence.
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Figure 4: Two foil interference during a quadrupole scan
evolves from no modulation to full modulation, indicating
that realistic beam parameters can be diagnosed.

able divergence) isσres = d/L. For the far field imaging,
the effective collection angle was considerably smaller than
for the near field imaging, and was approximately 3 mrad,
corresponding tod = 30 µm. Chosing a foil separationL
of 0.6 m gives an angular resolution of 50µ rad. Note also
that from the practical point of view, the spatial and angular
resolution become independent of the beam energy.

Sensitivity of the far field pattern to changes in beam di-
vergence was studied by performing a quadrupole scan to
vary the divergence. The resulting profiles (Fig. 4) shifted
from nearly full modulation to no modulation as the diver-
gence was increased. Futhermore, in Fig. 4(a), an absence
of modulation in the horizontal axis was observed while
clear modulation was present in the vertical axis. This is
consistent with known difference in vertical and horizon-
tal emittance at the FFTB. Divergences ofσθ ∼ 100 µrad

were extracted from the data using Eq. 3 and 4.
The descibed techniques were developed in support of

the E157 experiment [10] at the FFTB at SLAC, which
will study the interaction of the 30 GeV beam with a long
plasma column. In effect, the OTR foils have been de-
signed into the setup in such a way that they serve a dou-
ble purpose. One of the foils will separate a plasma vol-
ume from an ultra-high vacuum section of beampipe; the
other doubles as an Excimer incoupler. Viewing OTR in
this compact fashion will provide non-destructive diagnos-
tic information for the E157 experiment as close as possi-
ble to the interaction region. OTR will be collected both at
the oven entrance and exit to determine beam parameters
directly at the experiment entrance as well as after interac-
tion with the plasma. Because this interaction is expected
to produce large changes in the beam spot size and diver-
gence which are time varying, streaking the OTR at the
oven exit is planned.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Measurements of transition radiation in the visible wave-
lengths have been performed at nominally 30 GeV at the
FFTB beamline at SLAC. Spot sizes on the order of 50µm
have been measured with OTR at this energy and wave-
length. Beam divergences of approximately 100µrad have
been calibrated with a two-foil interferometer.
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